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ABSTRACT
As a case study to understand the coevolution of Brightest Cluster Galaxies (BCGs) and their
host clusters, we investigate the BCGs in dynamically young and old clusters, Abell 1139 (A1139)
and Abell 2589 (A2589). We analyze the pixel color-magnitude diagrams (pCMDs) using deep
g- and r-band images, obtained from the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope observations. After
masking foreground/background objects and smoothing pixels in consideration of the observa-
tional seeing size, detailed pCMD features are compared between the two BCGs. (1) While the
overall shapes of the pCMDs are similar to those of typical early-type galaxies, the A2589-BCG
tends to have redder mean pixel color and smaller pixel color deviation at given surface brightness
than the A1139-BCG. (2) The mean pixel color distribution as a function of pixel surface bright-
ness (pCMD backbone) indicates that the A2589-BCG formed a larger central body (∼ 2.0 kpc in
radius) by major dry mergers at an early epoch than the A1139-BCG (a central body ∼ 1.3 kpc
in radius), while they have grown commonly by subsequent minor mergers. (3) The spatial distri-
butions of the pCMD outliers reveal that the A1139-BCG experienced considerable tidal events
more recently than the A2589-BCG, whereas the A2589-BCG has an asymmetric compact core
possibly resulting from major dry merger at an early epoch. (4) The A2589-BCG shows a very
large faint-to-bright pixel number ratio compared to early-type non-BCGs, whereas the ratio for
the A1139-BCG is not distinctively large. These results are consistent with the idea that the
BCG in the dynamically older cluster (A2589) formed earlier and is relaxed better.
Subject headings: galaxies: clusters: individual (Abell 1139, Abell 2589) — galaxies: elliptical and
lenticular, cD — galaxies: evolution — galaxies: formation — galaxies: individual (UGC 06057 NED02,
NGC 7647)
1. INTRODUCTION
Brightest cluster galaxies (BCGs) are very
special objects, in which much information is
stored about how baryons are assembled into
massive galaxies. The overall appearances of
most BCGs are similar to giant elliptical galax-
ies, but they are known to be different in sev-
eral detailed properties, such as the mass-size re-
lation, mass-to-light ratio, and spatial distribu-
tion of stellar populations (von der Linden et al.
2007; Loubser & Sa´nchez-Bla´zquez 2012). Ow-
ing to the high luminosities as well as the sci-
entific importance of BCGs, they have been ex-
cellent targets in observations and subsequent
theoretical studies for a long time. Already in
1970s – 1980s, three classical scenarios of BCG
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formation were established: galactic cannibal-
ism (Ostriker & Tremaine 1975; Kormendy 1984),
primordial origin (Merritt 1983, 1984), and ac-
cretion of cooling flow (Cowie & Binney 1977;
Fabian & Nulsen 1977). Today, however, many
studies show that the observed properties of BCGs
are so complicated and various that any single sce-
nario can not fully explain every aspect of BCGs
(Brough et al. 2007; Loubser & Sa´nchez-Bla´zquez
2012; Jimmy et al. 2013). That is, BCGs may not
be a homogeneous galaxy population and thus
they may have diverse histories of star formation
and mass assembly.
One of the strong suspects that cause such
diversity is environment. It is well known that
the properties of galaxies are considerably in-
fluenced by their environments (e.g., Dressler
1980; Park et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2010). Partic-
ularly, cluster environments tend to affect the
properties of their member galaxies in various
ways, such as ram-pressure stripping, harass-
ment, strangulation and hydrodynamic inter-
actions (e.g., Gunn & Gott 1972; Larson et al.
1980; Moore et al. 1996; McCarthy et al. 2008;
Park & Hwang 2009). Such effects can signifi-
cantly change the properties of galaxies or small
groups that fall into a cluster (e.g., Oemler et al.
2009; Lee et al. 2014; Gu et al. 2016; Lee et al.
2016). However, the environmental effects on
BCGs by their host clusters may not necessar-
ily be the same as those on non-BCGs, because
the formation process of a BCG is believed to be
different from non-BCGs although its details are
not perfectly understood yet (Batcheldor et al.
2007; von der Linden et al. 2007; Fasano et al.
2010; Wen & Han 2015).
Because BCGs are the most dominating galax-
ies usually at the centers of clusters, it is natu-
ral to expect that their formation is connected
with the formation of their host clusters. Sev-
eral recent observational studies support such ex-
pectation. For example, Bellstedt et al. (2016)
presented a positive correlation in mass between
BCGs and their host clusters, although the scat-
ter is large. This may be a simple but im-
portant evidence of the BCG-cluster coevolution.
Loubser & Sa´nchez-Bla´zquez (2012) reported that
the metallicity gradient of a BCG depends on the
distance from the BCG to the X-ray peak of its
host cluster. This implies that the mass assembly
of a BCG is influenced by the dynamical stage of
the host cluster. Lauer et al. (2014) found that
the photometric curve of growth of a BCG de-
pends on the spatial offset from the host cluster
center. From this finding, they inferred that the
inner portions of the BCGs may be formed outside
the cluster, but interactions in the center of the
galaxy cluster extend the envelopes of the BCGs.
Meanwhile, Hashimoto et al. (2014) showed that
morphologically disturbed clusters tend to harbor
brighter BCGs, arguing that the early collapse
may not be the only major mechanism to drive
the BCG formation and evolution.
Despite the possible connection between BCGs
and their host clusters revealed by several previ-
ous studies, the properties of BCGs as a function
of their host cluster environments are not suffi-
ciently comprehended yet. The best approach to
understand their coevolution is to compare BCGs
hosted by galaxy clusters in various evolutionary
stages; for example, relaxed versus unrelaxed, fos-
sil (Jones et al. 2003) versus non-fossil, and cool-
core (Jones & Forman 1984) versus non-cool-core
clusters. However, this kind of comparisons re-
quire large observational resources, not only be-
cause a large sample of clusters is necessary (with
sufficient depth and spatial coverage to reliably
estimate the properties of host clusters), but also
because BCGs are very large targets compared to
normal galaxies. The high luminosities of BCGs
make observations easier, but the large angular
sizes of BCGs at low redshifts make it difficult to
cover their entire bodies with spectroscopy. That
is, nearby BCGs are excellent targets for imag-
ing, but the spectroscopy for their entire bod-
ies is not easy work. Thus, while we try to se-
cure spatially-resolved spectroscopic information
of nearby BCGs, the efforts to fully utilize their
image data are also necessary.
One of the latter efforts is the pixel analysis.
Since early 21st century, some researchers tried to
make use of the photometric information of indi-
vidual pixels from image data sets. Conti et al.
(2003) estimated star formation histories of indi-
vidual pixels in galaxies using the pixel-z tech-
nique, and Johnston et al. (2005) conducted pixel-
by-pixel SED fitting with BV RIK-bands images
for a galaxy hosting a compact radio source. More
recently, the ages, star formation rates, dust con-
tents and metallicities of 45,000 galaxies were mea-
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sured in this method (Welikala et al. 2008, 2009),
and Wijesinghe et al. (2010) investigated the spa-
tial distribution of pixel quantities of the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) galax-
ies as a function of galaxy morphology. The pixel-z
technique is a powerful method among photomet-
ric approaches, but it also has shortcomings. Even
if we set aside the fact that the pixel-z technique
depends on spectral energy distribution (SED)
templates and fitting algorithms, it requires im-
ages in many (at least four) bands for high relia-
bility as all photometric SED fitting methods do.
Although this may require less observational re-
sources than spectroscopy covering the entire body
of a BCG, it is still not easy to secure wide-field
images in diverse bands, the central wavelengths of
which should be sufficiently separated for reliable
SED fitting.
A simpler way is the pixel color-magnitude or
color-color diagram analysis. Kassin et al. (2003)
built the pixel-by-pixel maps of stellar popula-
tions and dust extinction for merging galaxies
NGC 4038/4039, using the images in the BVK
bands. They approximated age and reddening of
each pixel in the galaxies by comparing their pixel
color-color diagrams (pCCDs) with population
synthesis models. In a similar way, de Grijs et al.
(2003) estimated the star formation histories of
two interacting galaxies, using their pixel color-
magnitude diagrams (pCMDs) and pCCDs. They
compared the spatial distributions of pixels in dif-
ferent domains of the pCMD and pCCD, finding
significant influence of galaxy interactions on stel-
lar populations. From the estimation of resolved
mass maps using the optical versus near-infrared
pCCD, Zibetti et al. (2009) showed that the pixel
analysis is stronger than integrated photometry in
estimating the stellar mass distributions of galax-
ies. Lanyon-Foster et al. (2007) investigated the
pCMDs of 69 nearby galaxies with various mor-
phological types, characterizing several pCMD
features for given galaxy morphology. For ex-
ample, early-type galaxies show prime sequences
but some of them have red hook features possibly
originating from dust. The pCMDs of lenticular
galaxies appear to be similar to those of ellipti-
cal galaxies but their prime sequences tend to be
more deviated. In the pCMDs of several face-on
spirals, inverse-L features are found. More re-
cently, Lee et al. (2011, 2012) applied the pCMD
and pCCD analysis method to M51, showing that
those methods are very useful to understand many
details about stellar populations and their spatial
distributions for individual galaxies.
In this paper, we present our case study on
two nearby BCGs hosted by galaxy clusters in
different evolutionary stages, Abell 1139 (A1139)
and Abell 2589 (A2589), using the pCMD anal-
ysis method. The goals of this paper are (1) to
quantify the detailed properties of the two tar-
get BCGs from the pixel analysis, (2) to inves-
tigate the difference between the two BCGs, pos-
sibly related with their host clusters, and (3) to
compare the BCGs with non-BCGs in the same
clusters. Through these investigations, we intend
to enhance our understanding about the coevolu-
tion of BCGs and their host clusters. The outline
of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes
the targets and observations. Section 3 shows our
pixel analysis procedure. The results are presented
in Section 4, and their implication is discussed in
Section 5. In Section 6, the paper is concluded.
Throughout this paper, we adopt the cosmologi-
cal parameters: h = 0.7, ΩΛ = 0.7, and ΩM = 0.3.
2. TARGETS AND OBSERVATIONS
We obtained our data set from the queue obser-
vations using the 3.6-meter Canada-France-Hawaii
Telescope (CFHT) in 2012 – 2013, as a part of
the KASI-Yonsei Deep Imaging Survey of Clus-
ters (KYDISC) project, which targets 18 nearby
(0.01 ≤ z ≤ 0.20) rich clusters to understand
the formation histories of their member galaxies.
Among the KYDISC clusters, we investigate two
galaxy clusters at very similarly low redshifts (z ∼
0.04) but in quite different evolutionary stages:
A1139 (young) and A2589 (old). Hwang & Lee
(2007) argued that A1139 is probably rotating or
merging; in other words, A1139 is a dynamically
young cluster. On the other hand, A2589 is known
to be a well-relaxed cluster (Buote & Tsai 1996;
Bauer et al. 2000; Buote & Lewis 2004; Liu et al.
2011). The basic information of the two target
clusters and their BCGs are summarized in Ta-
ble 1.
The selection of targets at similar redshifts pro-
vides two technical advantages. First, the conver-
sion factors from angular size to physical scale are
similar: 0.79 kpc per arcsec for A1139 and 0.82
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Fig. 1.— The stacked r-band images of the two target clusters A1139 and A2589. In each cluster, the red
circle indicates the brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) and the green circles are the bright member galaxies
(Mr ≤ −21 and |∆vrev| ≤ 3σcl). The solid yellow circles show the virial radii (R200) and the dashed yellow
circle displays the 2×R200 of A1139.
kpc per arcsec A2589. This means that the target
images have similar spatial resolutions, which is
important for fair comparison of their pCMDs be-
cause the image resolution significantly influences
the detailed features in pCMDs (Lee et al. 2011,
2012). It is possible to rescale the images when
the resolutions of targets are significantly different,
but it will cause data loss for the target at lower
redshift. Second, the central wavelengths at the
rest frame are also similar. Since the observed im-
ages of targets at different redshifts have different
central wavelengths at the rest frame, the interpre-
tation of their pCMDs becomes complicated, un-
less k-corrections are conducted. However, if the
number of image bands is not sufficiently large, the
k-correction is less reliable. Moreover, because we
need to conduct k-corrections for individual pixels
often with low signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), the re-
liability of the k-correction will be even lower. By
selecting target clusters at similarly low redshifts,
we do not need to risk these difficulties. For higher
statistical significance, it is worth trying to over-
come these technical problems and comparing a
large sample of clusters at various redshifts, but
the intensive comparisons of two BCGs at simi-
larly low redshifts will be a good starting point
of the comprehensive studies on the BCG-cluster
coevolution.
Using the CFHT MegaCam in the LSB mode,
we took 7 dithered exposures for each cluster
field with total exposure time of 2940 seconds
in the g and r bands, respectively. The pre-
processing of the MegaCam data including over-
scan correction, bias subtraction and flat-fielding
was done using the Elixir pipeline by the CFHT
team (Magnier & Cuillandre 2004). We removed
fringe patterns from the processed images, and
then we generated the dark sky image for each
cluster which is a median combine of many ex-
posures of the night. The scattered light from
the primary mirror is removed by subtracting the
dark sky image from object frames. The WCS in-
formation of each CCD was updated through the
SCAMP program using the stars in the SDSS as a
reference (Bertin 2006). The dithered images were
resampled to have the same pixel scale (0.185′′)
and co-added into a deep image with the SWarp
program (Bertin et al. 2002). The instrumental
magnitudes were measured using the Source Ex-
tractor (SExtractor; Bertin & Arnouts 1996) and
calibrated applying the calibration terms from
the Elixir pipeline. The magnitudes (and surface
brightnesses) were corrected for the foreground ex-
tinction based on Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011).
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Table 1
Basic Information of the Target Clusters and Their BCGs
Abell 1139 Abell 2589
Right Ascension (RA) 10h 58m 04.3s (a) 23h 23m 53.5s (b)
Declination (Dec) +01d 29m 56s (a) +16d 48m 32s (b)
Redshift(c) 0.0398 0.0414
Bautz-Morgan Type(d) III I
L0.1−2.4keV (ROSAT
(e)) (2.0± 0.3)× 1043 erg s−1 (f) (9.9± 1.1)× 1043 erg s−1 (g)
Velocity Dispersion(h) 433 km s−1 879 km s−1
Virial Radius (R200)
(h) 1.0 Mpc 2.1 Mpc
BCG Name UGC 06057 NED02 NGC 7647
BCG RA 10h 58m 11.0s (i) 23h 23m 57.4s (j)
BCG Dec +01d 36m 16s (i) +16d 46m 38s (j)
BCG Redshift 0.0385(k) 0.0411(c)
m−M 36.23 36.32
BCG FUV (GALEX(m)) 19.97± 0.09 20.32± 0.24
BCG NUV(GALEX) 19.43± 0.05 19.44± 0.10
BCG g-band (SDSS) 14.46± 0.00 13.56± 0.00
BCG r-band (SDSS) 13.55± 0.00 12.65± 0.00
BCG Ks-band (2MASS
(n)) 10.79± 0.05 10.00± 0.06
Note.—(a) Abell et al. (1989). (b) Piffaretti et al. (2011). (c) Struble & Rood (1999). (d)
Bautz & Morgan (1970). (e) Ro¨ntgensatellit (Voges et al. 1999). (f) Popesso et al. (2004). (g)
Shang & Scharf (2009). (h) Oh et al. (in preparation). (i) Wen et al. (2009). (j) Cava et al.
(2009). (k) Smith et al. (2000). (l) Galaxy Evolution Explorer (Martin et al. 2005). (m)
Two Micron All Sky Survey (Skrutskie et al. 2006). Note that the total magnitudes may
significantly vary according to the definition of the spatial extent and that it is not easy to
exactly determine the spatial extent of a BCG because of its outer envelope and intracluster
light.
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Fig. 2.— Galaxy color-magnitude diagrams of the target clusters. The spectroscopically-selected cluster
members (|∆vrec| ≤ 3σcl and R ≤ 2R200; red dots) and non-members (|∆vrec| > 3σcl or R > 2R200; blue
dots) are distinguished. Galaxies without spectroscopic redshifts are denoted by grey dots.
More details about the observation and data re-
duction of the KYDISC clusters will be described
in Oh et al. (in preparation). After the image pro-
cessing and stacking, the stellar full width at half
maximum (FWHM) is about 0.8′′ and the field of
view for each stacked image is about 87′ × 81′ as
displayed in Figure 1.
From the redshift information retrieved from
the SDSS, NASA Extragalactic Database1 and
SIMBAD Astronomical Database2, we selected
cluster members by using the difference in reces-
sion velocity from the host cluster (∆vrec) and the
projected distance from the cluster center (R). We
consider that the galaxies with |∆vrec| ≤ 3σcl and
R ≤ 2R200 as cluster members, where σcl and R200
are the velocity dispersion and the virial radius of
a given cluster, respectively. The σcl and R200
values for each cluster are listed in Table 1.
Figure 2 shows the galaxy color-magnitude di-
agrams of the target clusters, and their galaxy lu-
minosity functions are compared in Figure 3. The
r-band magnitude gap between the two brightest
galaxies in each cluster (m12) is large in A2589
(m12 = 1.81), while it is relatively small in A1139
(m12 = 0.60). A2589 is not a fossil cluster accord-
1http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu
2http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/
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Fig. 3.— Galaxy luminosity functions of the tar-
get clusters. Only the galaxies with |∆vrec| ≤
3σcl are used. Different histogram types repre-
sent different clustercentric distance cuts: light
open, dark open, and dark filled histograms for
R ≤ 2R200, R ≤ R200, and R ≤ 50 kpc, respec-
tively.
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Fig. 4.— The process to mask contaminating light from companion galaxies and background objects.(a)
and (b): The original images centered on the BCGs. (c) and (d): Mask apertures of the contaminating
objects using big background-meshes. (e) and (f): Mask apertures of the contaminating objects using small
background-meshes. The upper panels are for the A1139-BCG, while the lower panels are for the A2589-
BCG. The apertures for the BCGs are also drawn, but they are not used for the masking.
ing to the definition of Jones et al. (2003, should
be m12 ≥ 2.0), but it seems to be fossil-like. If
the idea is true that fossil clusters have been as-
sembled very long time ago and grow only through
minor mergers at z < 1 (D’Onghia & Burket 2004;
D’Onghia et al. 2005; Khosroshahi et al. 2006;
von Benda-Beckmann et al. 2008; Dariush et al.
2010), the large m12 value is consistent with the
previous studies arguing that A2589 is relaxed
well. In Figure 3, A1139 has 6 galaxies brighter
than Mr = −18 within 50 kpc from the cluster
center, while A2589 has only 2 galaxies (includ-
ing the BCG) in the same condition. From the
very high density of the A1139 center, one may
speculate that the bright galaxies in the center of
A1139 will merge into a single massive BCG in
the future.
In this paper, we study the BCGs of the two tar-
get clusters and also investigate the bright (Mr ≤
−21) galaxies at similar redshifts (∆z ≤ 0.0067)
for comparison. The number of the comparison
galaxies is 19 in the A1139 field and 21 in the
A2589 field. Among the comparison galaxies, the
number of early-type galaxies is 9 and 8 in the
A1139 and A2589 fields respectively, in our visual
inspection.
3. ANALYSIS
3.1. Pixel Analysis Procedure
Since the target BCGs have many compan-
ion galaxies as well as background galaxies, the
light from those contaminating objects must be
removed before the pixel analysis. The process to
mask contaminating light is as follows:
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Fig. 5.— (a) and (b): Pixel maps of the target BCGs after the masking. (c) and (d): Pixel color-magnitude
diagrams (pCMDs) of the target BCGs before the masking. (e) and (f): pCMDs of the target BCGs after
the masking. The colors of the dots are coded by the spatial distribution of the pixels, based on the isophotal
ellipses of each BCG.
1. Trim a sufficiently large area around the
BCG: 194′ × 194′ for the A1139-BCG and
379′ × 379′ for the A2589-BCG.
2. Extract objects using the SExtractor. De-
tect bright objects including the BCG by
adopting background meshes with suffi-
ciently large sizes (larger than the effective
radius of the BCG).
3. Detect small objects by adopting back-
ground meshes with small sizes (moderately
larger than the typical seeing size). This en-
ables to detect faint and small objects within
the extent of the BCG, because the diffuse
light of the BCG is regarded as background
in this setting.
4. Mask the pixels within the apertures of any
detected non-BCG objects.
Figure 4 shows the images for the steps 1 – 3.
The pixel maps after the masking process and
the pCMDs before and after the masking are pre-
sented in Figure 5. The pCMDs before the mask-
ing show many outlying dots because of the bright
pixels far from the BCG center (i.e., the light from
companion or background galaxies). After the
masking, those outlying dots are mostly removed,
and clean pCMDs of the main bodies of the BCGs
are left.
Since the typical stellar FWHM is 0.8′′ while
the pixel scale is 0.185′′, the light in each pixel is
significantly blurred by the seeing effect. Thus, it
is efficient to smooth the pixels with an aperture of
the seeing size (0.8′′), because it improves the S/N
in each pixel with little concern of decreasing reso-
lution. Figure 6 compares the pCMDs before and
after the pixel smoothing and Figure 7 shows the
density contour map version of the pCMDs. The
scatters of the pCMDs significantly decrease af-
ter the pixel smoothing, which makes the pCMDs
8
Fig. 6.— The pCMDs of the BCGs before (upper panels) and after (lower panels) the pixel smoothing with
an aperture of 0.8′′. Representative photometric errors in a single pixel at several µr levels are denoted.
look tighter. Moreover, we find several fine fea-
tures in the smoothed pCMDs, which are hardly
distinguished before the pixel smoothing. That is,
the pixel smoothing reveals the fine features in the
pCMDs more clearly by improving the S/N in indi-
vidual pixels. We limit our analysis to the pixels
brighter than µr = 23.5 mag arcsec
−2 hereafter,
at which the typical photometric uncertainty of a
single pixel is 0.02 − 0.03 mag arcsec−2 after the
smoothing.
Figure 8 shows the correlations between pixel
surface brightness in the r band (µr) and distance
to the BCG center in the two BCGs. The min-
imum and maximum distances (lower and upper
dashed lines) approximately correspond to the mi-
nor and major axis lengths of the ellipse with given
µr. In the pCMD analysis, µr is a key parameter,
along which most quantities are compared. How-
ever, when we need to compare quantities as a
function of radius rather than µr, the conversion
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Fig. 7.— The contour map version of Figure 6. The contours follow the log-scale density of pixels in each
pCMD. The grey line connects the mean pixel color at given µr in each panel.
will be done using the correlations in Figure 8(a).
While µr itself represents the stellar luminosity
density at a given pixel, this conversion is often
useful to understand the physical implications of
the results in the viewpoint of galaxy structure.
The panels (b) and (c) in Figure 8 compare the µr
– R correlations with the surface brightness pro-
files derived from the classical isophotal ellipses
fitting (with fixed center and position angle, but
varying ellipticity). As expected, the maximum
distance lines mostly agree with the ellipses fit-
ting profiles, although the discrepancy increases
as µr gets fainter. Note that the ellipses fitting
profiles depend on the parameter setup and fit-
ting options to some extent, while the the µr – R
correlations can not be changed because they are
non-parametrically estimated.
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Fig. 8.— (a) Correlations between pixel surface brightness (µr) and distance to the BCG center (R) in the
A1139-BCG (blue lines) and the A2589-BCG (red lines). The solid lines are the median distances, while the
dashed lines show the minimum (1%) and maximum (99%) distances. (b) and (c): Comparison with the
surface profiles from the isophotal ellipses fitting (thick black lines). The blue and red lines are the same as
the lines in (a).
3.2. Advantages over Classical Methodol-
ogy
Here, we discuss several advantages of the
pCMD analysis over the classical structure anal-
ysis based on the ellipses fitting. The first and
most important strength is that the pCMD anal-
ysis can be consistently applied to galaxies with
any kind of morphology. The pCMD analysis
is non-parametric: it does not depend on any
function-based fitting and thus it can be equally
used not only for single-component galaxies (ellip-
tical galaxies and pure-disk galaxies) but also for
complicated galaxies with multiple components
(lenticular, spiral, cD and even irregular galaxies
and mergers). Although the 2D-structure anal-
ysis using multiple components fitting is widely
conducted today and it is worthy in understand-
ing galaxy structures, the pCMD analysis is an
approach complementary to such classical meth-
ods, which is simpler, more efficient, and less de-
pendent on pre-assumptions about the structural
components in target galaxies. The pCMD anal-
ysis is particularly efficient in detecting fine sub-
structures in a galaxy, as presented in Section 4.2.
Second, the pCMD analysis is based on the µ
versus color parameter space, but is also extended
to spatial structure analysis. In other words, it
considers the photometric and structural proper-
ties at the same time, from which great variety of
features appear according to galaxy morphology
(Lanyon-Foster et al. 2007). The pCMD method
is not a simple profile analysis, although it may
look very similar to a 1D profile analysis when it
is used for normal elliptical galaxies. The more
complicated the morphology of a target galaxy
is, the more distinct results the pCMD analysis
returns. This means adversely that the pCMD
analysis may be less worthy for normal elliptical
galaxies, which can be almost perfectly replaced
with surface profile analysis along semi-major axis.
However, our target galaxies are BCGs, which are
known to be somewhat different from normal ellip-
tical galaxies and more complicated in their struc-
tures (e.g., von der Linden et al. 2007).
Third, in case of using the pCMD analysis as
a replacement of the classical surface (brightness
and color) profile analysis, one of the major differ-
ences between the pCMD analysis and the classi-
cal analysis is that the former is mainly conducted
along surface brightness (µ), while the latter is
mostly based on radius (R; or semi-major axis).
The information of physical scale is very impor-
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Table 2
Slope Information of the pCMD Backbones after Plateaus
A1139-BCG A2589-BCG
µr 19.1 mag arcsec
−2 19.7 mag arcsec−2
g − r 0.874 0.904
At the end of plateau R 1.7′′ (≈ 1.3 kpc) 2.4′′ (≈ 2.0 kpc)
age (a) 9.41 Gyr 11.74 Gyr
Z (b) 0.031 0.038
µr 22.1 mag arcsec
−2 22.7 mag arcsec−2
g − r 0.820 0.854
At the end of plateau R 10.9′′ (≈ 8.6 kpc) 22.2′′ (≈ 18.2 kpc)
+ 3.0 mag arcsec−2 age 6.52 Gyr 8.18 Gyr
Z 0.019 0.026
∆(g − r) −0.054 −0.050
For ∆µr = Router/Rinner 6.4 9.3
3.0 mag arcsec−2 ∆age −2.89 Gyr −3.56 Gyr
∆[M/H] −0.21 −0.16
Note.—(a) At fixed metallicity of Z = 0.04. (b) At fixed age of 12 Gyr. All
values are based on the smoothed pCMDs.
tant to understand galaxy structures and thus it
should be always considered and compared even
while we conduct the pCMD analysis. However,
when we compare between galaxies with different
masses and sizes, the normalized radius (R/Re;
where Re is the effective radius) will be a better
standard than the simple R. By comparing the
surface profiles along R/Re, we can check the ho-
mology of the target galaxies, which may be con-
nected with the similarity in their formation pro-
cesses. If the target galaxies are homologous (that
is, formed in similar processes but different scales),
they will show very similar surface profiles along
R/Re, although their profiles along R may differ
from each other due to their different scales.
However, in case of BCGs, it is somewhat diffi-
cult to accurately estimate their effective radii, be-
cause there are typically so many contamination
sources in the center of a cluster, such as many
bright satellite galaxies and intracluster light (e.g.,
Burke et al. 2015). Moreover, the dependence
of the isophotal ellipses fitting on the parameter
setup and fitting options should be more care-
fully considered for BCGs, not only because there
are many contamination sources but also because
the internal structure itself of a BCG tends to be
more complicated than a normal elliptical galaxy.
In this case, µ is a good replacement of R/Re
for BCGs, which enables us to conduct a non-
parametric structure analysis and thus is useful
to check the homology of the target BCGs. In
a single component light profile, µ can be a fine
proxy of R/Re, as shown in Figure 8.
In summary, the pCMD analysis is a simple,
efficient, and non-parametric tool to simultane-
ously investigate the photometric and structural
properties of target galaxies with any morpholog-
ical types. It is not true that the pCMD anal-
ysis is superior to the classical structure anal-
ysis method in every aspect, because the lat-
ter obviously has its own strengths; for example,
the 2D multi-components fitting method is better
for clear structure decomposition. The two ap-
proaches are complementary to each other, and
the pCMD analysis gives us insight on the for-
mation histories of target galaxies in a different
viewpoint.
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Fig. 9.— (a) Backbones of the pCMDs. The thick
solid line connects the mean g − r colors at given
µr for each BCG’s pCMD. The thin solid lines
show the standard deviation of pixel colors, while
the dashed lines indicate the typical photometric
error of a single pixel. (b) The pCMD backbones
after the pixel smoothing.
4. RESULTS
4.1. Backbones of the pCMDs
For quantitative comparison of the pCMDs, we
estimate the mean g− r colors of pixels as a func-
tion of µr, which we call the backbones of the
pCMDs. In Figure 9, the backbone of the A1139-
BCG appears to be bluer than that of the A2589-
BCG at any µr: the difference in mean color at
given µr between the two BCGs is as large as
∆(g − r) ∼ 0.02 − 0.04 when the pCMDs are
smoothed. It is noticeable that the total color
of the A1139-BCG (g − r = 0.842) is similar to
(or slightly redder than) that of the A2589-BCG
(g − r = 0.838) by ∆(g − r) ∼ 0.004, unlike the
trend at given µr. This is because the A1139-
BCG has a smaller number fraction of faint pixels
(typically having relatively blue colors) than the
A2589-BCG, which is revealed in Figure 8 and will
be also shown in Section 4.3.
As well as the mean colors of the backbones,
their curvatures also differ from each other. We
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Fig. 10.— Slope variation of the pCMD back-
bones. The thick lines indicate the mean slope
within the smoothing range (±0.2 mag arcsec−2),
while the thin lines show the slope deviation
within the smoothing range. These are based on
the smoothed pCMDs.
compare the slope variations of the pCMDs in Fig-
ure 10. We first calculated the backbone slope be-
tween µr − 0.2 mag arcsec
−2 and µr + 0.2 mag
arcsec−2 at given µr, based on the smoothed
pCMDs. Since the raw slope values show noisy
fluctuations along µr, we smoothed the slopes
within the range of µr±0.2 mag arcsec
−2. Overall,
the backbones of the pCMDs show very shallow
slopes at their bright parts (hereafter, plateaus),
except that the pCMD backbone of the A2589-
BCG shows large negative slopes at the brightest
end (µr < 18.4 mag arcsec
−2). However, as µr
increases (gets fainter), the A1139-BCG backbone
falls to the relatively blue domain earlier than the
A2589-BCG backbone does.
In Figure 10, the slope of the A1139-BCG back-
bone becomes smaller (steeper) than −0.008 at
µr ∼ 19.1 mag arcsec
−2, at which the backbone
starts to show a recognizable slope3, whereas the
slope of the A2589-BCG backbone does at µr ∼
3The slope criterion of 0.008 was empirically chosen, but it
approximately corresponds to 3 times of the mean slope-
uncertainty (≈ 0.0025) at µr 18.8− 19.3 mag arcsec−2.
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Fig. 11.— (a) and (b): The standard deviations (solid lines) and the single-pixel photometric errors (dashed
lines) along µr in the pCMDs. (c) and (d): The ratio between color deviation and photometric uncertainty
along µr. The ratio converges into a constant value for both of the BCGs as µr increases (horizontally dashed
lines; ∼ 1.15 before the smoothing and ∼ 1.30 after the smoothing). The lower panels are the results for the
smoothed pCMDs.
19.7 mag arcsec−2. The difference in the back-
bone breaks between the BCGs is ∆µr ≈ 0.6 mag
arcsec−2, in the context that the plateau of the
A2589-BCG ends at fainter µr. After the pCMD
plateaus with different ending points, the back-
bones bend down (i.e., bluer colors for fainter pix-
els). Whereas the µr at which the slope begins is
different between the two BCGs, the descending
slopes seem to be similar to each other. The de-
tails of the slope after plateau for each BCG are
summarized in Table 2. It is found that the two
BCGs show similar color variations for ∆µr = 3.0
mag arcsec−2 after their plateaus, despite the dif-
ferent spatial scales corresponding to the ∆µr.
Mackie (1992) reported that the g − r color pro-
file of the A2589-BCG looks somewhat flat before
the outer envelope starts (µr . 23.8 mag arcsec
−2,
based on the Gunn filter system; Thuan & Gunn
1976), which is not consistent with Figures 9 and
10. Such disagreement may be due to the poor ob-
servational conditions in Mackie (1992), because
he used a small telescope (the KPNO Case West-
ern Reserve University Burrel 0.6/0.9-m Schmidt
telescope) with low S/N and poor resolution (2.03′′
per pixel).
As revealed more clearly in Figure 11, the
pCMD of the A1139-BCG has larger color de-
viations4 at most µr bins, whereas the pCMD
color deviation of the A2589-BCG is larger at the
brightest end and at around µr ∼ 20.9− 21.2 mag
arcsec−2. Note that the comparison of color devi-
ation is only available at µr . 21.5 mag arcsec
−2
(after the smoothing), because the photometric
uncertainty becomes more dominant than intrinsic
deviation of color for faint pixels. In Figure 11(c)
and (d), we present the variation of the ratio be-
tween color deviation and photometric uncertainty
along µr, which converges into the same value for
both of the BCGs. The ratio appears to have
lower limits of ∼ 1.15 before the smoothing and
∼ 1.30 after the smoothing. If the ratio is close
to the limit, the measured color deviation may be
dominated by photometric uncertainty, and thus
it should be regarded as the upper limit of its in-
trinsic value. For that reason, the comparison of
color deviation between the two BCGs is mean-
ingful only at µr . 21.5 mag arcsec
−2. However,
4Throughout this paper, ‘color deviation’ means the root-
mean-square (rms) deviation of color at given µr .
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Fig. 12.— (a) and (b): Age conversion of the pCMD backbones at fixed metallicity (Z = 0.04), using
composite stellar population models in consideration of gas inflow and outflow. (c) and (d): Metallicity
conversion of the pCMD backbones at fixed age (= 12 Gyr), using the same models. The lower panels are
for the smoothed pCMDs.
even when we limit the comparison to µr ≤ 21.5
mag arcsec−2, it is still true that the pCMD of
the A2589-BCG is tighter than that of the A1139-
BCG on average.
It is well known that the apparent colors of stel-
lar populations are significantly affected by their
ages and metallicities as well as dust reddening.
In the optical-band color, however, those three ef-
fects are too strongly degenerate to be disentan-
gled only using g − r color information. In Fig-
ure 12, we simply convert the pCMD backbones
into ages or metallicities as a function of µr, by fix-
ing one to estimate the other (age = 12 Gyr or Z =
0.04) and by ignoring dust effects. The conversion
is based on the composite stellar population mod-
els using the Yonsei-Yale (Y2) isochrones (Yi et al.
2001; Kim et al. 2002; Spata et al. 2013) in con-
sideration of gas inflow and outflow. Since the
actual ages and metallicities are expected to vary
simultaneously along µr, the variations of ages and
metallicities after the plateaus summarized in Ta-
ble 2 may be the upper limits.
4.2. Fine Features of the pCMDs
As mentioned in Section 3.1, both of the
BCGs show noticeable fine features in their
pCMDs, which become more obvious after the
pixel smoothing. Here, we individually inspect
those features, focusing on their spatial distribu-
tions. Before that, we first built g−r color maps to
inspect the overall stellar population distributions
as displayed in Figure 13. Both of the BCGs show
negative color gradients (redder center and bluer
outskirt) as already shown in Figure 9. Interest-
ingly, in the central regions, both of the BCGs
show discrepancies between the peak µr and peak
g − r coordinates, which implies that their inter-
nal structures may not be quite symmetric. In
addition to the core displacement, the color dis-
tributions around the cores seems to have some
sub-structures, even when we ignore the masked
regions.
To investigate such asymmetry and fine struc-
tures more systematically, we inspect the spatial
distributions of the pixels outlying in the pCMDs.
In Figure 14, the pCMD fine features of the A1139-
BCG are examined. In the smoothed version, the
A1139-BCG shows relatively large dispersion at
intermediate and bright parts of its pCMD, which
seems to be approximately divided into 3 branches
although they are not very distinct from one an-
other. We manually distinguish the 3 branches
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Fig. 13.— The g − r color maps (smoothed; µr ≤ 23.5 mag arcsec
−2) of (a) the A1139-BCG and (b) its
center, and (c) the A2589-BCG and (d) its center. The masked areas are denoted by black ellipses. The BCG
center (the mean coordinate of ten brightest pixels) is marked by a black cross in (b) and (d), respectively.
The axis labels show the coordinates in pixel, where 100 pixels approximately correspond to the 19′′ or 15
kpc length.
and one additional bright blue bump as shown in
Figure 14(a). Figure 14(b) and (c) show the spa-
tial distributions of those manually defined fine
features with different scales. It appears that the
pixels in the red branch are clustered in the upper-
left side from the BCG center, which is consis-
tent with the direction to a very close and bright
neighbor galaxy (the rank-11 galaxy in A1139;
separated from the BCG by ∼ 32′′ or 25 kpc).
The masking aperture for the neighbor is partially
shown in Figure 14(c) as the large blank area at
the upper-left corner. The pixels in the interme-
diate branch (green dots) occupy the intermediate
space between the red-branch pixels and the cen-
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Fig. 14.— (a) The intermediate and bright part of
the pCMD for A1139-BCG. The colors of the dots
are manually coded to distinguish their domains in
the pCMD. (b) The spatial distribution of the pix-
els grouped in their pCMD domains at the small
area of the A1139-BCG center. The XY-axes show
the pixel coordinates in the trimmed image. (c)
The same as (b), but the scale is larger.
ter of the BCG.
The smoothed pCMD of the A2589-BCG shows
a tighter sequence than the A1139-BCG, except
for the brightest-end pixels and a small number
of intermediate and faint pixels, as shown in Fig-
ure 15. Since the brightest-end pixels form an
elongated ring-like feature in Figure 15(a), we di-
vide them into two branches. In addition, the
blue-ward outliers in Figure 15(b) are grouped
into 4 subsets. Their spatial distributions are pre-
sented in Figure 15(c) and (d). The brightest-
end pixels form the BCG core, which is spatially
divided into two distinct regions. However, this
kind of a compact and asymmetric feature can be
artificially produced if the image alignment is in-
correct. Thus, we repetitively checked the image
alignment using point sources, and as a result we
confirmed that the images in the two bands are
correctly aligned to each other within 0.03 pixel
(∼ 0.006′′) uncertainty.
To estimate the effect of the alignment uncer-
Fig. 15.— (a) The bright part of the pCMD for
A2589-BCG. The colors of the dots are manually
coded to distinguish their domains in the pCMD.
(b) The intermediate and faint part of the pCMD
for A2589-BCG. (c) The spatial distribution of the
pixels grouped in their pCMD domains at a small
area around the A2589-BCG center. The XY-axes
show the pixel coordinates in the trimmed image.
(d) The same as (c), but the scale is larger.
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Fig. 16.— (a) The bright part of the pCMD for
the A2589-BCG (not smoothed). (b) A simulation
of pCMD produced from the r-band image of the
A2589-BCG and its shifted image by 0.03 pixel.
(c) The same as (b) but the image shift is 0.06
pixel.
tainty, we simulate how large color spreads are
produced by artificial image shifts. In Figure 16,
the not-smoothed pCMD of the A2589-BCG is
compared with the simulated pCMDs, which are
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Fig. 17.— The bright parts of the pCMDs for
(a) A2589-BCG and (b) - (d) three bright early-
type non-BCGs in A2589. The pCMDs are not
smoothed, unlike that in Figure 15. In each
pCMD, the pixels brighter than µr = 18.5 mag
arcsec−2 are divided into blue and red ones, the
numbers of which are the same as each other.
artificially produced from the r-band image of the
A2589-BCG and its shifted images by 0.03 pixel
and by 0.06 pixel respectively. These simulations
help us to understand how significantly the align-
ment uncertainty affects the color spread in a
pCMD. The pCMD using 0.03-pixel shift (simi-
lar to our image alignment uncertainty) produces
small color spread about ∆(g − r) ∼ 0.015 at
µr = 17.9 − 18.0 mag arcsec
−2, which is only
one third of that in the original pCMD (∆(g −
r) ∼ 0.075). Even in the pCMD using 0.06-pixel
shift (twice larger than our image alignment un-
certainty), the color spread at µr = 18.0 mag
arcsec−2 is ∆(g − r) ∼ 0.050, which is still con-
siderably smaller than that in the original pCMD.
That is, the alignment uncertainty seems not large
enough to explain that the feature in Figure 15(c)
is artificially produced. Thus, it is suspected that
there may be genuinely two distinct stellar popu-
lations spatially separated at the compact (∼ 1.8′′
or 1.4 kpc in diameter) core region of the A2589-
BCG. Otherwise, a very compact dust clump that
partially covers of the BCG core is also a possible
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Fig. 18.— The spatial distributions of bright pix-
els for (a) the A2589-BCG and (b) - (d) three
bright early-type non-BCGs in A2589. Blue and
red symbols follow the division in Figure 17.
candidate for the origin of this feature.
To check the reliability of this feature fur-
ther, Figure 17 compares the bright parts of the
not-smoothed pCMDs for the A2589-BCG and
the three brightest early-type non-BCGs without
morphologically unusual features in A2589. The
brightest parts of the pCMDs for the three non-
BCGs are found to be less deviated than that
for the A2589-BCG. Where we define µr(tip) as
the surface brightness at the brightest tip of a
pCMD, the color spread at [µr(tip) : µr(tip) +
0.5 mag arcsec−2] is as large as ∆(g − r) ∼ 0.07
for the A2589-BCG, whereas those for the three
non-BCGs are at most ∆(g−r) ∼ 0.03−0.05. We
also compare the spatial distributions of blue and
red pixels between the four galaxies. Here, we do
not manually divide the bright pixels into blue and
red ones whereas we did in Figure 15, because the
detailed shapes of the brightest end of the pCMDs
are so various that manual divisions may be un-
fair. Instead, we simply divide the pixels brighter
than µr = 18.5 mag arcsec
−2 in each pCMD into
blue and red ones only based on their g − r color
indices, where the g−r criteria are selected for the
numbers of blue and red pixels to be the same as
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Fig. 20.— Comparison of pCMD color deviations at three µr points (µr(tip), µr(tip) + 1.0 mag arcsec
−2,
and µr(tip) + 2.5 mag arcsec
−2) between BCGs (large and dark filled circles) and non-BCGs (small and
light filled circles). The non-BCGs are classified into early-type (open circles), edge-on disk (squares), or
spiral/merger (crosses) by eyes. The galaxies with µr(tip) > 19.5 mag arcsec
−2 are not plotted because their
pCMDs are often significantly contaminated by neighbor objects and thus masked too much. All parameters
are based on the smoothed pCMDs.
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each other, as shown in Figure 17. Their spatial
distributions are compared in Figure 18. Since all
the galaxies have similar alignment uncertainties
between their g- and r-band images, the spatial
separation of blue and red pixels would be usually
found if it were due to image misalignment. How-
ever, as shown in Figure 18, the spatial separa-
tion of blue and red pixels in the three non-BCGs
are not as obvious as that in the A2589-BCG, al-
though the ETG3 shows a moderate signature of
the blue-red pixel separation.
Finally, we examined the pixel color distribu-
tion around the A2589-BCG center. If the core
blue-red pixel separation were due to image mis-
alignment, color biases would be detected even out
of the core region, although the signal would not
be as clear as that at the core. In Figure 19, the
central area of the A2589-BCG is divided into 4
sections: the radius ranges of 0 − 5 pixels, 5 − 10
pixels, 10−15 pixels and 15−20 pixels. The color
distributions at the upper-left region and at the
lower-right region in each section are compared
in Figure 19(b)-(e), in which color biases are de-
tected within 10 pixel radius. However, such a
trend disappears at the radii larger than 10 pixels:
the trend even seems to be slightly inverted (i.e.,
the pixels in the upper-left regions look bluer) in
Figure 19(d) and (e).
Despite these test results, it can not be asserted
yet that the spatial separation between blue and
red pixels at the center of the A2589-BCG is gen-
uine, because it is hard to predict the small-scale
variation of point spread function in the images
from ground-based observations. Thus, we cau-
tiously conclude that this may be a real feature,
but there still remains a possibility that it is spu-
rious. The possible origin of such a feature on the
assumption that it is real will be shortly discussed
in Section 5.2.
In addition to the asymmetric core, more un-
usual features are found at intermediate and faint
parts in the pCMD of the A2589-BCG, as shown
in Figure 15(b). Those blue-ward outliers appear
to be gathered along a few stream-like features in
Figure 15(d). Because the pixel areas of those fea-
tures are very small, they are thought to be the
remnants of recent infall of a few low-mass star-
forming galaxies rather than resulted from signif-
icant mergers.
From the results in Figures 14 and 15, it is
inferred that the large color deviation in the
pCMD is due to multiple stellar populations or
dust clumps possibly originating from merging
events. We speculate that relatively recent merg-
ers tend to increase the overall pixel color de-
viation, whereas the large color deviation only
at the brightest end (A2589-BCG) may have re-
sulted from major dry merger at an early epoch.
If it is true, the color deviation as a function of
pixel surface brightness will give hints on the mass
assembly histories of galaxies. In Figure 20, we
compare the color deviations at three selected µr
points: µr(tip), µr(tip) + 1.0 mag arcsec
−2, and
µr(tip) + 2.5 mag arcsec
−2 for each galaxy. A
smaller color deviation indicates a tighter pCMD
at given µr. In this comparison, the A2589-BCG
shows the smallest deviations at µr(tip) + 1.0 mag
arcsec−2 and µr(tip) + 2.5 mag arcsec
−2 (Fig-
ure 20(b)), which implies that the A2589-BCG has
experienced recent merging or interaction events
most rarely, whereas the A1139-BCG is similar
to typical early-type non-BCGs.5 However, the
A2589-BCG has unusually large color deviation
at µr(tip) (Figure 20(a)) despite its small color
deviation at fainter µr. This is a unique feature of
the A2589-BCG, and no other bright early-type
galaxies in A1139 and A2589 are like it.
4.3. Pixel Luminosity Functions
Finally, we compare the pixel luminosity func-
tions (pLFs) of the two BCGs. Because many
companion and background objects are masked in
our pCMD analysis, compensation for the masked
pixels is necessary before deriving the pLFs. For
a masked pixel, we simply assigned the median µr
of the unmasked pixels on the isophotal ellipse, on
which the masked pixel lies. Figure 21 shows the
pLFs before and after the compensation of masked
pixels. The difference by the compensation is con-
siderable only at µr > 22 mag arcsec
−2.
Despite the good agreement in µr(tip) between
the two BCGs (∼ 17.7 − 17.8 mag arcsec−2), the
pLF slope of the A2589-BCG is steeper than that
5On the other hand, there are 4 early-type galaxies that
show very large color deviations (σ(µg − µr)(tip+1.0) &
0.03). These galaxies seem to be surrounded by close com-
panions or to have faint disk components, although clear
tidal features or spiral arms do not appear in their r-band
images. The pCMD properties of non-BCGs will be more
deeply investigated in our follow-up studies.
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Fig. 21.— Pixel luminosity functions of the BCGs:
blue histograms for the A1139-BCG and red his-
tograms for the A2589-BCG. The light lines show
the histograms before the pixel compensation,
while the dark lines present those after the pixel
compensation. The faint-to-bright pixel number
ratios are denoted (see the main text for details).
of the A1139-BCG, as shown in Figure 21. For
quantitative comparison, we define a parameter
named faint-to-bright pixel number ratio (RF/B)
≡ NF /NB, where NF is the number of pixels with
µr(tip) + 2.5 mag arcsec
−2 ≤ µr < µr(tip) + 5.0
mag arcsec−2 while NB is the number of pixels
with µr(tip) ≤ µr ≤ µr(tip) +2.5 mag arcsec
−2.
For the A2589-BCG, RF/B is as large as 32.5,
which is almost twice of the RF/B of the A1139-
BCG (= 18.6).
We also compare the RF/B values of the two
BCGs with those of non-BCGs in Figure 22. It
is noted that the BCGs do not have particularly
brighter µr(tip) compared to non-BCGs, which
indicates that the high total luminosities of the
BCGs are mainly due to their large outer bodies.
Both of the two BCGs have large RF/B compared
to early-type non-BCGs, probably because BCGs
usually have well-developed outer bodies (possibly
connected to envelopes) unlike typical early-type
galaxies. However, the RF/B of the A1139-BCG is
not distinctively larger than early-type non-BCGs
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Fig. 22.— Comparison of the faint-to-bright pixel
number ratios between BCGs (large and dark filled
circles) and non-BCGs.
and even one early-type non-BCG shows a larger
RF/B than the A1139-BCG. On the other hand,
the A2589-BCG is distinctive from early-type non-
BCGs in Figure 22. That is, the outer body of
the A2589-BCG appears to be very well devel-
oped even when compared with the A1139-BCG.
This results in the similarity in total color between
the two BCGs despite the color difference at given
µr as mentioned in Section 4.1, because the outer
parts of these BCGs tend to have relatively blue
colors.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Formation and Growth of the BCGs
Many recent studies reported that much evi-
dence supports the inside-out formation of massive
galaxies (e.g., van Dokkum et al. 2010; Patel et al.
2013; Bai et al. 2014; de la Rosa et al. 2016; Liu et al.
2016). Furthermore, a massive galaxy is often
thought to form in 2 steps: (1) violent formation
of a compact body at an early epoch and (2) later
steady size-growth (two-phase formation scenario;
e.g., Oser et al. 2010; Huang et al. 2013; Lee & Yi
2013; Raskutti et al. 2014; Pastorello et al. 2015;
Huang et al. 2016). The pCMDs of our target
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BCGs appear to be consistent with the inside-
out two-phase formation, because their backbones
show breaks at intermediate µr and the pixels
brighter than the breaks (plateau parts; spatially
inner regions) tend to be redder (i.e., older or
more metal-rich stellar populations) than the pix-
els fainter than the breaks (sloped parts; spatially
outer regions), as shown in Figures 9 and 12.
However, the details of their formation histories
seem to be different from each other, which are
reflected in the different curvatures of the pCMD
backbones. Although the pCMD backbones of the
BCGs commonly show plateaus at bright parts,
their µr ranges are different. For the A1139-BCG,
the backbone starts to have significantly negative
slopes from µr ∼ 19.1 mag arcsec
−2 (correspond-
ing to 1.7′′ or 1.3 kpc in radius), while it does from
µr ∼ 19.7 mag arcsec
−2 (corresponding to 2.4′′ or
2.0 kpc in radius) for the A2589-BCG.
From the plateaus found in both of the pCMDs,
the central regions of the BCGs are thought to
have formed through major dry mergers, which is
known to cause a flat color gradient in a galaxy
(White 1980; Ko & Im 2005; Di Mateo et al.
2009). Combined with the inside-out forma-
tion, this result supports a scenario in which the
BCGs formed their central bodies through gas-
poor mergers at relatively early epochs. The mean
stellar age in the central regions are approximated
to be as old as 9.4 – 11.7 Gyr 6. However, this
does not mean that the major dry merger events
happened at those epochs, because dry mergers
hardly trigger star formation activities by defini-
tion. A plausible scenario is that strong starburst
formed most stars in the currently central bodies
at 9.4 – 11.7 Gyr ago, possibly by gas-rich merg-
ers or large gas inflow, and major dry mergers
occurred after the star formation was quenched
(i.e., later than the lookback time of 9.4 – 11.7
Gyr ).
In this inference, the sizes of the BCGs were
different already when they formed in the begin-
ning: the A1139-BCG was more compact than the
A2589-BCG from the outset. It is noted that the
luminosity of the central region corresponding to
the pCMD plateau (≡ Lplateau) of the A1139-BCG
(Mr ∼ −20.06 at µr ≤ 19.1 mag arcsec
−2) is lower
6We remind that these values were not rigorously deter-
mined but simply converted from the g − r color.
than Lplateau of the A2589-BCG (Mr ∼ −20.35 at
µr ≤ 19.7 mag arcsec
−2), but the fractional dif-
ference in Lplateau is not as large as the fractional
difference in their sizes (1.3 kpc versus 2.0 kpc).
The ratio of Lplateau is only 1.31 (A2589-BCG to
A1139-BCG), whereas the size ratio is 1.54 and
thus the volume ratio is as large as 3.64. In short,
the early body of the A1139-BCG may have been
fainter and smaller than that of the A2589-BCG,
but the stellar number density may have been
higher. The different cluster environments may
be responsible for such different early properties.
After the early formation of central bodies, the
BCGs seem to have grown through minor merg-
ers, forming the sloped parts of their pCMD back-
bones. In our results, the inside-out formation
and galaxy downsizing scenarios make sense, be-
cause the galaxies accreting more lately (and thus
forming outer regions of the BCGs) may have
lower masses and metallicities. Interestingly, de-
spite the different sizes of the plateaus, the faint-
side slopes of the backbones are very similar:
−∆(g − r)/∆µr = 0.017 − 0.018. This can not
be simply interpreted as that the growth rates of
the BCGs after their early formations are consis-
tent, because the extended radii corresponding to
the ∆µr = 3.0 mag arcsec
−2 are different: 7.3
kpc versus 16.2 kpc, or fractionally 6.4 versus 9.3
times. On the other hand, when we consider that
µr can be a proxy of R/Re, this result indicates
that the BCG growth rate may be proportional to
the BCG size (or mass). That is, the homology of
the faint and sloped parts of the pCMD backbones
supports the scaled similarity in the late formation
process of the BCGs.
However, it is still unclear why the fainter pix-
els should have bluer colors on average if they were
formed by minor mergers. Does it indicate that
the stellar mass of an infalling galaxy determines
the final mean surface brightness (or stellar mass
density) of the stars from the galaxy? In other
words, do the stars from more massive (and thus
older and more metal-rich) galaxies tend to be
more densely gathered and thus produce higher
mean surface brightness after relaxation? Cur-
rently, we do not have a clear answer for this ques-
tion. Numerical simulations with sufficiently high
resolutions will be helpful to address this issue, by
tracking back the origin of each mass particle at a
given radius.
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5.2. Evidence of Merging and Interaction
One of the outstanding differences between the
BCGs is the color deviation at given µr. It is
larger in the A1139-BCG at most µr bins, which
indicates that the recent growth of the A1139-
BCG has been more active, possibly due to the
later start of growth than the A2589-BCG. Mean-
while, the A2589-BCG also has some evidence
of recent minor interactions or mergers, showing
several trails possibly from low-mass star-forming
galaxies fallen into the BCG. However, the frac-
tion of the pCMD outliers in the A2589-BCG is
much smaller than that in the A1139-BCG. This
implies that the A2589-BCG has not been com-
pletely unperturbed, but the recent perturbations
were very small. On the other hand, the A1139-
BCG shows evidence of interaction with a bright
and close neighbor galaxy on its eastern side. The
red colors of the pCMD outliers at intermediate
brightness may be due to different (older or more
metal-rich) stellar populations or due to dust red-
dening. Whichever is right, they are considerably
biased to the direction of the neighbor galaxy, and
thus their origin seems to be closely related with
the neighbor galaxy.
In Section 2, we mentioned a possibility that
several bright galaxies in A1139 may merge into a
single massive BCG in the future. Here, we specu-
late how the pCMD of the A1139-BCG will change
if it comes true. The m12 value for A1139 is only
0.63, but the bright galaxies from rank-2 to rank-5
in A1139 are separated from the BCG by consid-
erable distances (& 10′ or 500 kpc). Thus, equal-
mass (< 2:1 in mass ratio) mergers are hardly ex-
pected to happen in near future. However, two
bright galaxies are very close to the BCG: the
rank-10 and rank-11 galaxies are located within
60 kpc (≈ 76′′) from the BCG, each of which is
about 40% of the BCG in luminosity. It is prob-
able that these galaxies will merge into the BCG
in the future, since they already show evidence of
ongoing interactions with the BCG. If the mass-
to-light ratio is not so different between the BCG
and the non-BCGs, the merging with the two close
galaxies will be major mergers, which are often de-
fined as mergers with mass ratio smaller than 4:1
(e.g., Casteels et al. 2014). Then, the pCMD of
the A1139-BCG will suffer significant changes be-
cause the stellar orbits will be largely mixed and
redistributed (e.g., Di Mateo et al. 2009). After
relaxation, the pCMD will have a backbone with
a larger plateau, the color of which may become
slightly bluer than the current one, due to the mix-
ture with bluer stellar populations that are cur-
rently at outer regions of the BCG. At that time,
compared to the A2589-BCG, the pCMD of the
A1139-BCG is expected to have bluer mean color,
larger color deviation and a larger plateau.
On the assumption that larger color deviations
at given µr result from recent tidal interactions or
merging events, Figure 20(b) indicates that any
bright galaxies in the two clusters are not as unper-
turbed as the A2589-BCG. However, despite the
tightness of the pCMD at most µr bins, A2589-
BCG shows a peculiar feature of double sequences
at the brightest tip. The pixels in the double se-
quences form a compact core that is divided into
two spatially distinct regions. We checked the reli-
ability of this feature in several ways, but we could
not explicitly reject the possibility that it is a real
feature. Thus, here we discuss the possible origin
of the core asymmetry in the A2589-BCG, on the
pure supposition that it is genuine.
Although we coded the pixels with blue and red
colors for visibility in Figure 15, the actual color
difference between the two sequences is within
∆(g−r) = 0.05 and the stellar populations in there
are estimated to be old (> 11 Gyr) and metal-rich
(Z > 0.035) as shown in Figure 12. As we dis-
cussed previously, the central bodies of the BCGs
are thought to form through major dry mergers
at early epochs, and thus the asymmetric com-
pact core of the A2589-BCG may be the remnant
of such a major dry merging event between two old
and metal-rich objects long time ago. The prob-
lem is how such two adjacent stellar systems keep
separated for a long time (probably several Gyr)
at the center of a massive BCG with very high stel-
lar velocity dispersion. If the core of the BCG is
purely dispersion supported, then the stellar sys-
tems will be rapidly mixed up, probably in a few
Myr.
As a possibility, it can be suspected that
the A2589-BCG core may be kinematically de-
coupled (a kinematically distinct core, KDC;
Hau & Thomson 1994; McDermid et al. 2006).
In many previous studies, it was argued that
galaxy-galaxy major mergers can produce some
distorted central structures of stellar orbits (e.g.,
Hernquist & Barnes 1991; Balcells & Gonza´lez
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1998; Hoffman et al. 2010) and many early-
type galaxies were reported to often host KDCs
(e.g., Davies et al. 2001; Emsellem et al. 2004;
Krajnovic´ 2011; Emsellem et al. 2014). However,
even if the A2589-BCG has a KDC, the core sys-
tem with separated populations can not be sus-
tained if it follows the Keplerian rotation, in which
just a single rotation may perfectly mix up the sep-
arated populations. Thus, the only possibility is
the case that the core rotates like a bulge’s cen-
ter in a spiral galaxy (e.g., the Milky-Way bulge),
which is known to be almost solid-body-like within
∼ 1 kpc diameter from the center. We emphasize
that this is a pure speculation with little evidence,
based on the assumption that the asymmetric core
of the A2589-BCG is a genuine feature. There is
still a considerable possibility that it is just a spu-
rious result. Higher-resolution multi-band imag-
ing and integral field spectroscopy of the A2589-
BCG core region will be useful to confirm this
issue.
Figure 20(a) shows the uniqueness of the
A2589-BCG in the backbone tightness: only the
A2589-BCG has the tight pCMD at intermedi-
ate and faint µr but large color deviation at the
bright-end at the same time. The uniqueness
of the A2589-BCG also appears in its pLF and
RF/B ratio as shown in Figure 22. Compared
to the A1139-BCG, the A2589-BCG has a twice
larger RF/B , and no other early-type non-BCGs
are comparable with it. Since recent studies (e.g.,
van Dokkum et al. 2010) and our results in Sec-
tion 4.1 support that the outer body of a bright
galaxy has grown via progressive minor mergers,
the distinctively large RF/B of the A2589-BCG
indicates that the BCG has experienced more mi-
nor mergers than the A1139-BCG as well as any
other non-BCGs.
5.3. Caveats
We discuss several caveats in our results and
their interpretations. First, we masked many com-
panion and background objects around the BCGs,
but it is sometimes difficult to distinguish sub-
structures of a BCG from its faint companions.
Due to the technical limit, there may be miss-
ing contaminants particularly in the bright and
crowded area at the center of a galaxy cluster.
Furthermore, this is not only a technical problem
but also an intrinsic problem, because the sub-
structures of a BCG are thought to often originate
from accreted satellite galaxies. That is, there are
no clean divisions among satellite galaxies, tidal
debris, and BCG sub-structures.
Since we used the SExtractor for the detection
of the objects to be masked, objects sustaining
their original shapes may have been detected prob-
ably, but significantly disassembled objects may
have been missed. However, such significantly
disassembled objects are intrinsically not distin-
guishable from sub-structures of a BCG. In our
results, the A1139-BCG pCMD has no blue-ward
outliers at µr ∼ 21.0−22.5 mag arcsec
−2, at which
the A2589-BCG pCMD shows several obvious blue
plumes. Note that the A1139-BCG has very a few
small masks at the regions corresponding to the µr
range (Figure 14). That is, the features of blue-
ward outliers found in the A2589-BCG pCMD
(possibly originating from disassembled accreting
satellites) do not exist in the A1139-BCG.
Second, the pCMD backbone curvature of the
A1139-BCG may not perfectly reflect its mass
assembly history, because its pCMD has some
branches at intermediate surface brightness, prob-
ably originating from current interactions with a
close neighbor galaxy. In Figure 14, such branches
are distinguished manually, which seems to make
the ‘intrinsic backbone’ have a shorter intrinsic
plateau. If we estimate the pCMD backbone and
its curvature only using the main branch (blue
dots in Figure 14(a)), the µr at which the plateau
ends will change from ∼ 19.1 mag arcsec−2 to
∼ 18.8 mag arcsec−2, which corresponds to ∼ 1.3′′
or ∼ 1.1 kpc in radius. In this case, the physical
scale of the core region with flat color gradient in
the A1139-BCG becomes even smaller, indicating
that a smaller body has formed by early major dry
mergers. However, it does not change our conclu-
sion: in the dynamically younger cluster A1139,
a smaller central body of the BCG formed at an
early epoch.
Third, the A2589-BCG is brighter and more
massive than the A1139-BCG, as shown in Ta-
ble 1. Thus, we need to be cautious when con-
necting the properties of the BCGs with their host
clusters, because the mass of a galaxy is an impor-
tant driver of galaxy evolution as the environment
is (e.g., Park et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2010). Thus,
some differences between the two BCGs may result
from their mass difference rather than environ-
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mental difference. For example, the central body
of the A2589-BCG that probably formed at an
early epoch is larger than that of the A1139-BCG.
About that, we inferred that it may be related
with the early formation of A2589, but it may be
just because a more massive galaxy tends to form
earlier (Cowie et al. 1996; Treu et al. 2005). Simi-
larly, the difference in stellar populations between
the BCGs may be also due to their mass differ-
ence rather than environmental difference, because
massive galaxies are known to be more metal-rich
(Tremonti et al. 2004; Brooks et al. 2007).
It is not easy to address this issue, since more
evolved clusters (e.g., fossil clusters) tend to have
more massive BCGs (Me´ndez-Abreu et al. 2012;
Wen & Han 2015). The best way is to compare
BCGs with similar masses hosted by clusters in
different evolutionary stages or vice versa, but it
is difficult to secure such a perfect sample of BCGs
and clusters with good data quality and consistent
observational conditions. Nevertheless, to disen-
tangle the cluster environmental effect from the
effect of the BCG mass, a much larger sample
needs to be investigated in the future, including
galaxy clusters in various evolutionary stages but
with BCGs in similar mass ranges. Here, we sim-
ply regard mass as one of the properties of a BCG
that are affected by the evolutionary stage of its
host cluster. In other words, from our results,
the BCG in a dynamically more relaxed cluster
tends to have formed a larger central body through
major dry mergers at an early epoch and finally
evolves to be more massive.
6. CONCLUSION
We conducted a case study to understand the
coevolution of BCGs and their host clusters. The
BCGs in dynamically young and old clusters
A1139 and A2589 were compared using the pCMD
analysis method. We found that:
1. Both of the BCGs show pCMD shapes sim-
ilar to those of typical early-type galaxies.
However, at given surface brightness, the
pCMD of the A2589-BCG has redder mean
pixel color (∆(g − r) ≈ 0.02 − 0.04) and
smaller pixel color deviation than the A1139-
BCG. This indicates that the BCG in the
dynamically more relaxed cluster A2589 has
older and/or more metal-rich stellar popula-
tions that are spatially better mixed.
2. In the pCMD backbones, the A2589-BCG
has a plateau ending at fainter µr, which in-
dicates that the A2589-BCG formed a larger
central body probably through major dry
mergers at an early epoch (∼ 2.0 kpc in ra-
dius) than the A1139-BCG with a central
body of ∼ 1.3 kpc in radius (if only the main
branch is considered, ∼ 1.1 kpc). Their faint
outer regions seem to have grown by subse-
quent minor mergers after the early forma-
tion, which is consistent with the two-phase
inside-out formation scenario.
3. The pixels outlying in the pCMDs reveal ob-
vious features of tidal interactions in their
spatial distributions. Whereas the A1139-
BCG appears to have experienced consider-
able tidal events recently, the A2589-BCG
has a compact (∼ 1.4 kpc in diameter) core
with color asymmetry that possibly resulted
from major dry merger at an early epoch.
4. In the pixel luminosity functions, the A2589-
BCG shows a very large faint-to-bright pixel
number ratio, whereas the ratio for the
A1139-BCG is not so distinct from typi-
cal early-type non-BCGs. This implies that
the outer body of the A2589-BCG is bet-
ter evolved, probably through more minor
mergers with satellite galaxies.
These results are consistent with a picture that
the BCG in the dynamically young cluster A1139
is dynamically younger and less evolved than the
BCG in the relaxed cluster A2589. The A2589-
BCG seems to have formed a larger central body
from the beginning and to evolve into finally a
more massive BCG through subsequent and nu-
merous minor mergers. Therefore, we conclude
that the BCGs in A1139 and A2589 provide hints
of the coevolution between BCGs and host clus-
ters, in the context that the early and final masses
as well as the dynamical state of a BCG may
be closely related with the dynamical state of its
host cluster. However, this conclusion is based on
the results from a case study comparing only two
BCGs. To check whether our conclusion is gen-
erally established for most clusters and to under-
stand which properties of host clusters drive the
25
BCG evolution in detail, further investigations us-
ing a larger sample of BCGs hosted by clusters in
various evolutionary stages are required.
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